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Epub free God and other minds a study of
the rational justification of belief in
god Full PDF
1 a having reason or understanding b relating to based on or agreeable to reason
reasonable a rational explanation rational behavior 2 involving only multiplication
division addition and subtraction and only a finite number of times 3 relating to
consisting of or being one or more rational numbers adjective agreeable to reason
reasonable sensible a rational plan for economic development having or exercising
reason sound judgment or good sense a calm and rational negotiator synonyms
sagacious judicious wise intelligent antonyms stupid being in or characterized by
full possession of one s reason sane lucid based on clear thought and reason there
must be some rational explanation for what happened a rational act course of action
a rational argument decision he was too upset to be rational fewer examples in that
state of mind you can t make a rational decision i m sure there s a perfectly
rational explanation for it use the adjective rational to describe people or ideas
that operate according to logic or reason while your brother has an artistic
temperament you have a rational one rational comes from the latin word rationalis
meaning reasonable or logical a rational person is someone who is sensible and is
able to make decisions based on intelligent thinking rather than on emotion synonyms
for rational intelligent reasoning reasonable thinking logical analytical mental
analytic antonyms of rational irrational unreasonable nonrational unthinking
unintelligent unreasoning stupid dense of a person able to think clearly and make
decisions based on reason rather than emotions synonym reasonable no rational person
would ever behave like that try to be rational about it humans are essentially
rational beings she said that she had not been fully rational when she signed the
form topics personal qualities c1 of a person able to think clearly and make
decisions based on reason rather than emotions synonym reasonable no rational person
would ever behave like that opposite irrational rationality ˌræʃəˈnælət i noun
uncountable the rationality of his argument rationally ˈræʃənəli rational definition
1 based on facts and not affected by someone s emotions or imagination 2 able to
make decisions learn more rational meaning 1 based on facts or reason and not on
emotions or feelings 2 having the ability to reason or think about things clearly
adj 1 having or exercising the ability to reason see synonyms at logical 2
consistent with or based on reason or good judgment logical or sensible rational
decisions 3 of sound mind sane wondered if the eccentric neighbor was not completely
rational 4 mathematics capable of being expressed as a quotient of integers n
mathematics free rational expressions calculator add subtract multiply divide and
cancel rational expressions step by step rationalism in western philosophy the view
that regards reason as the chief source and test of knowledge holding that reality
itself has an inherently logical structure the rationalist asserts that a class of
truths exists that the intellect can grasp directly find 66 different ways to say
rational along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com in
mathematics a rational number is a number that can be expressed as the quotient or
fraction of two integers a numerator p and a non zero denominator q for example is a
rational number as is every integer e g what we know by reason alone a platonic form
say is superior in an important metaphysical way e g unchanging eternal perfect a
higher degree of being to what we are aware of through sense experience most forms
of rationalism involve notable commitments to other philosophical positions
adjective us ˈræʃ ə n ə l uk ˈræʃ ə n ə l add to word list c1 based on clear thought
and reason there must be some rational explanation for what happened a rational act
course of action a rational argument decision he was too upset to be rational fewer
examples in that state of mind you can t make a rational decision rationality is the
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use of knowledge to attain goals according to steven pinker in this article written
for encyclopædia britannica pinker explains why it s important to understand how
humans reason and how that can help us to be optimistic about the future of
rationality understanding and using epistemic rationality epistemic rationality
helps you know what s true about the world even when the truth is painful or
confusing an epistemically rational person is good at assessing evidence responding
to new information and proactively seeking out the truth in philosophy rationalism
is the epistemological view that regards reason as the chief source and test of
knowledge 1 or any view appealing to reason as a source of knowledge or
justification 2 often in contrast to other possible sources of knowledge such as
faith tradition or sensory experience
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rational definition meaning merriam webster
May 25 2024

1 a having reason or understanding b relating to based on or agreeable to reason
reasonable a rational explanation rational behavior 2 involving only multiplication
division addition and subtraction and only a finite number of times 3 relating to
consisting of or being one or more rational numbers

rational definition meaning dictionary com
Apr 24 2024

adjective agreeable to reason reasonable sensible a rational plan for economic
development having or exercising reason sound judgment or good sense a calm and
rational negotiator synonyms sagacious judicious wise intelligent antonyms stupid
being in or characterized by full possession of one s reason sane lucid

rational english meaning cambridge dictionary
Mar 23 2024

based on clear thought and reason there must be some rational explanation for what
happened a rational act course of action a rational argument decision he was too
upset to be rational fewer examples in that state of mind you can t make a rational
decision i m sure there s a perfectly rational explanation for it

rational definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Feb 22 2024

use the adjective rational to describe people or ideas that operate according to
logic or reason while your brother has an artistic temperament you have a rational
one rational comes from the latin word rationalis meaning reasonable or logical

rational definition and meaning collins english
dictionary
Jan 21 2024

a rational person is someone who is sensible and is able to make decisions based on
intelligent thinking rather than on emotion

rational synonyms 140 similar and opposite words merriam
Dec 20 2023

synonyms for rational intelligent reasoning reasonable thinking logical analytical
mental analytic antonyms of rational irrational unreasonable nonrational unthinking
unintelligent unreasoning stupid dense

rational adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Nov 19 2023
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of a person able to think clearly and make decisions based on reason rather than
emotions synonym reasonable no rational person would ever behave like that try to be
rational about it humans are essentially rational beings she said that she had not
been fully rational when she signed the form topics personal qualities c1

rational adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Oct 18 2023

of a person able to think clearly and make decisions based on reason rather than
emotions synonym reasonable no rational person would ever behave like that opposite
irrational rationality ˌræʃəˈnælət i noun uncountable the rationality of his
argument rationally ˈræʃənəli

rational meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Sep 17 2023

rational definition 1 based on facts and not affected by someone s emotions or
imagination 2 able to make decisions learn more

rational definition meaning britannica dictionary
Aug 16 2023

rational meaning 1 based on facts or reason and not on emotions or feelings 2 having
the ability to reason or think about things clearly

rational definition of rational by the free dictionary
Jul 15 2023

adj 1 having or exercising the ability to reason see synonyms at logical 2
consistent with or based on reason or good judgment logical or sensible rational
decisions 3 of sound mind sane wondered if the eccentric neighbor was not completely
rational 4 mathematics capable of being expressed as a quotient of integers n
mathematics

rational expressions calculator symbolab
Jun 14 2023

free rational expressions calculator add subtract multiply divide and cancel
rational expressions step by step

rationalism definition types history examples descartes
May 13 2023

rationalism in western philosophy the view that regards reason as the chief source
and test of knowledge holding that reality itself has an inherently logical
structure the rationalist asserts that a class of truths exists that the intellect
can grasp directly
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66 synonyms antonyms for rational thesaurus com
Apr 12 2023

find 66 different ways to say rational along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com

rational number wikipedia
Mar 11 2023

in mathematics a rational number is a number that can be expressed as the quotient
or fraction of two integers a numerator p and a non zero denominator q for example
is a rational number as is every integer e g

rationalism vs empiricism stanford encyclopedia of
philosophy
Feb 10 2023

what we know by reason alone a platonic form say is superior in an important
metaphysical way e g unchanging eternal perfect a higher degree of being to what we
are aware of through sense experience most forms of rationalism involve notable
commitments to other philosophical positions

rational definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jan 09 2023

adjective us ˈræʃ ə n ə l uk ˈræʃ ə n ə l add to word list c1 based on clear thought
and reason there must be some rational explanation for what happened a rational act
course of action a rational argument decision he was too upset to be rational fewer
examples in that state of mind you can t make a rational decision

rationality definition facts britannica
Dec 08 2022

rationality is the use of knowledge to attain goals according to steven pinker in
this article written for encyclopædia britannica pinker explains why it s important
to understand how humans reason and how that can help us to be optimistic about the
future of rationality

what is rationality how and why you should strive to be
Nov 07 2022

understanding and using epistemic rationality epistemic rationality helps you know
what s true about the world even when the truth is painful or confusing an
epistemically rational person is good at assessing evidence responding to new
information and proactively seeking out the truth

rationalism wikipedia
Oct 06 2022
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in philosophy rationalism is the epistemological view that regards reason as the
chief source and test of knowledge 1 or any view appealing to reason as a source of
knowledge or justification 2 often in contrast to other possible sources of
knowledge such as faith tradition or sensory experience
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